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GAME APPARATUS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates to game apparatus in which the 
players take turns in placing playing elements on a 
game board so as to progressively occupy a predeter 
mined number of positions on the board. 
A game has long been popular in which players form 

a series of equi-spaced, parallel rows of dots on paper 
and then taken turns connecting the pair of dots with 
a straight line to form squares. The player who has 
formed the greater number of squares when all the dots 
have been connected is the winner. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The broad purpose of the present invention is to pro 
vide a game board having a series of parallel rows of 
pegs corresponding to the dots of the aforementioned 
paper and pencil game. The pegs are connected to form 
squares by elongated playing elements that are laid on 
the board between the pegs. A plurality of walls are 
mounted on the board to retain the playing elements in 
position. Preferably a spinner is used by the players to 
indicate the number of the direction in which the play 
ing elements are to be disposed on the board during 
each player’s turn. 
The preferred embodiment of the invention, which 

will be described in greater detail, provides many ad 
vantages over the conventional paper and pencil 
method of connecting dots. For example, the players 
can use the same board to play an indefinite. number of 
games. The walls on the game board prevent the play 
ing elements from rolling across the board, but permit 
the players to easily remove individual playing ele 
ments. When the game is complete, the board can be 
cleared by merely turning it upside down. 
The board can be mounted on a support so as to be 

rotated during the course of play to broaden the num 
ber of playing variations. 

Still further objects and advantages of the invention 
will become readily apparent to those skilled in the art 
to which the invention pertains upon reference to the 
following detailed description. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The description refers to the accompanying drawings 
in which like reference characters refer to like parts 
throughout the several views, and in which: 
FIG. 1 is a view of a game board and a spinner illus 

trating the preferred embodiment of the invention; 
FIG. 2 is an enlarged view of one corner of the game 

board to show the manner in which a playing element 
is disposed on the board between a pair of pegs; 
FIG. 3 is an enlarged view of a portion of the game 

board of FIG. 1 to show the manner in which four play 
ing elements are disposed to form a square; 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged view as seen along lines 4--4 of 

FIG. 3; and 
FIG. 5 is an enlarged view as seen along lines 5—5 of 

FIG. 3. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

Referring to the drawings, a preferred game appara 
tus includes a four-sided game board 10 is illustrated in 
FIG. 1 as having a generally planar playing surface 12. 
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2 
A plurality of pegs 14 are mounted on game board 10 
in seven equi-spaced rows in which the pegs in each 
row are equal spaced. Each peg 14 is cylindrical in 
shape with its bottom end permanently attached to the 
board. 
Referring to FIG. 3, the game apparatus includes a 

plurality of elongated cylindrical playing elements I6 
which are placed on the board by the players in posi 
tions between pegs 14 so as to form a four-sided ?gure. 
Playing elements 16 each have an identical length 
which accommodates the distance between pegs I4. 
As best shown in FIG. 2, a four-sided wall 18 is 

mounted on game board 10 adjacent the pegs I4 dis 
poed along the side edges of the game board. Wall 18 
extends above the playing surface of the board a dis 
tance approximately half the diameter of a typical play 
ing element 16. ‘ 
A pair of -L-shaped members 20 are mounted adja 

cent each peg 14 adjacent wall 18, except that for the 
corner pegs where only a single member 20 is mounted, 
and four L-shaped members 20 are mounted on the 
game board about each remaining peg 14. Still refer 
ring to FIG. 2, each L-shaped member 20 comprises 
two generally triangular shaped walls each wall being 
parallel to and spaced with respect to a companion wall 
a distance slightly greater than'the diameter of a play 
ing member 16. . 
Referring to 'FIG. 3, the L~shaped members 20 

mounted about a typical peg I4 form a pair of parallel 
walls 22 and 24 on one side of the peg and a pair of 
companion parallel walls 26 and 28 on the opposite 
side of the peg. Walls 22 and 24 are disposed to receive 
the end of a playing element 16 on one side of peg 14, 
while walls 26 and 28 are disposed to receive the end 
of another playing element on the opposite side of the 
peg. The bshaped members also form a pair of com 
panion walls 30'and 32 disposed to receive a playing 
element 16 between them and a second pair of walls 34 
and 36 on the opposite side of peg 14 to receive the end 
of another playing member 16. It is to be noted that 
walls 30 and 32 are connected to walls 22 and 26, re 
spectively, and are at right angles to such walls. Simi 
larly walls 24 and 28 are connected to walls 34 and 36, 
respectively, and are disposed at right angles to such 
walls. ~ 

As best shown in FIG. 4, the walls of each L-shaped 
member have a height approximately half the diameter 
of playing element 16, and a length about one-third 
that of a typical playing element. Thus a player can en 
gage the mid-section of an individual playing element 
to remove it from game board 10. The walls of each L 
shaped member 20 are perpendicular to the playing 
surface of the board so that when the game has been 
completed, the players can clear the board by placing 
it upside down so that the playing elements drop out of 
their respective game positions. 
Referring to FIGS. 3 and 5, a short cylinder 38 is 

mounted in a central location between each set of four 
pegs 14. A cylindrical marker 40 is seated in cylinder 
38 which provides a socket for marker 40 until the 
game has been completed. Normally, marker 40 is 
placed in cylinder 38 by the player who has completed 
the fourth side of a square formed by four playing ele 
ments 16. Preferably, markers 40 are in colors chosen 
to identify each player. 
Referring to FIG. 1, a ?at spinner board 42 supports 

a rotatably mounted arrow 44. Spinner board 42 has- a 
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series of pie shaped sections 46 marked to indicate to , . 
the manner of play depending upon the position of 
arrow 44. 
There is a variety of possible game rules but for pur 

poses of illustration, one simple playing procedure is as 
follows: assuming the board has been cleared of the 
playing elements and that there are two players, the 
players would determine in some manner, such as by 
?ipping a coin, who is to have the ?rst urn. The ?rst 
player then spins arrow 44. The position in which arrow 
44 comes to rest indicates whether the player is to 
place a playing element on the game board between a 
pair of pegs 14 in either direction “V" which would be 
with the ends of the playing element pointing toward 
the players on opposite sides of the board, or in direc 
tion “H" which would be at right angles to the “V” di 
rection. The player then places a playing element on 
the board in the appropriate direction. The next player 
then manipulates the arrow so that it spins to a random 
position to indicate whether the second player is to 
place his playing element in the “H” direction or the 
‘*V" direction. 
The players alternately take turns so as to progres 

sively occupy the position between each neighboring 
pair of pegs 14 on the same board. As each member 
player completes the fourth side of a square he places 
a marker 40 into the cylinder 38 enclosed by the 
square. When all the pegs have been connected by 
playing elements 16, the player having the greater num 
ber of markers 40 on the game board is the winner. 
Having described my invention, I claim: 
1. Game apparatus comprising: 
a game board having a generally ?at playing surface; 
a plurality of equally spaced, parallel rows of pegs 
?xedly mounted on the playing surface, each row 
having a plurality of pegs spaced apart a distance 
equal to the distance between adjacent rows, each 
peg in each row being disposed adjacent a peg in 
an adjacent row in a direction at right angles to the 
rows of pegs, each of said pegs having a predeter 
mined height above the surface of the board; 

at least four similarly shaped, elongated playing ele 
ments each having a length less than the distance 
between adjacent pegs; and 
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4 
wall means mounted on the board for de?ning at 

least two playing element positions adjacent each 
peg including a first playing element position be 
tween such peg and the adjacent peg in the‘row 
thereof for receiving a playing element parallel to 
said rows of pegs, and a second playing element po 
sition for receiving a playing element between such 
peg and the adjacent peg in the adjacent row at 
right angles to said rows of pegs, said wall means 
being disposed adjacent to their respective pegs, 
but in spaced relationship thereto, and including a 
?rst pair of walls disposed in parallel relationship 
‘on opposite sides of and adjacentone end of each 
playing element position, and a second pair of walls 
disposed in parallel relationship on opposite sides 
of and adjacent the opposite end of each playing 
element position, said wall means having a height 
above the playing surface less than the height of the 
pegs and less than the diameter of the playing ele 
ments, 

whereby the opposite ends of each playing element 
in a playing element position is disposed between 
said first and second pairs of walls, but can be re 
moved therefrom by a motion perpendicular to the 
playing surface of the game board by having its 
mid-section engaged by a player. 

2. Game apparatus as de?ned in claim 1 in which 
each playing element is cylindrical in con?guration. 

3. Game apparatus as de?ned in claim 1, including 
spinner means for indicating the manner in which the 
playing elements are to be placed on the game board. 

4. A game apparatus as defined in claim 1, in which 
there are seven rows of pegs with seven pegs in each 
row. 

5. A game apparatus as de?ned in claim 1, including 
a continuous wall bounding the periphery of the play 
ing board to reinforce the side edges of the board. 
6.,A game apparatus as de?ned in claim 1, in which 

the height of each wall is about one-half the diameter 
of each playing element. 

7. A game apparatus as de?ned in claim 1, including 
a plurality of markers and a plurality of cylinders on the 
board forming sockets for receiving the markers. 

* * * * * 


